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Abstract—In content delivery services, cache-server selection
and route control are independently operated by content delivery
network (CDN) providers and Internet service providers (ISPs),
respectively. However, the number of ISPs providing CDN service
has been increasing, and they can optimize the cache-server
and delivery-route selection simultaneously. In this paper, we
investigate the effect of jointly controlling these two operations.
To continuously maintain a desirable state over a long time span
in an environment in which estimating future demand is not
easy, we should use an optimization method with which we can
repeat the optimization procedure continuously. Therefore, we
propose a method of optimizing the cache-server selection using
the model predictive control (MPC), which has been widely used
in system control. We also propose a method of simultaneously
optimizing both the cache-server and delivery-route selection
using the MPC. Through numerical evaluation using two actual
network topologies of Tier-1 ISPs and the access log data of VoD
services, we confirm that we can achieve almost the same effect by
optimizing only cache-server selection using the MPC compared
with optimizing both operations simultaneously. We also confirm
that the number of failed requests that are not accommodated
in the system can be reduced by about 1/30 with the proposed
methods using the MPC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet routers switch packets in accordance with the
destination IP address without keeping flow states, and packets
are transmitted on the route with the minimum total value for
the static weights of links. The sending hosts autonomously
determine the flow rates without call admission control, so
link congestion is inevitable. Therefore, to maintain adequate
quality, Internet service providers (ISPs) need to design and
manage their networks so that the loads on all links are
kept below a certain level. However, the link loads change
due to variations in the traffic demand matrix and to route
fluctuations caused by failures. This led to the development
of various traffic engineering (TE) methods that balance
the link loads by dynamically configuring the packet routes
[4][11][13][15][16][19][21][24].

In recent years, a large percentage of Internet traffic has
been dominated by HTTP traffic. For example, an analysis
of traffic measured on a backbone link between Japan and the
USA from 2006 to 2008 indicated that about 60 percent of the
traffic consisted of HTTP packets [5]. Moreover, user gener-
ated content (UGC) traffic, e.g., YouTube, and rich content

of VoD services has dramatically increased, and it has been
reported that the amount of traffic generated by these content
delivery services account for more than 80% of the total traffic
on the Internet [10]. Content delivery networks (CDNs) that
use a number of cache servers deployed in multiple networks
have been widely used to efficiently deliver various types
of content [26][28][34]. Currently, 74% of the 1,000 most
frequently accessed websites use CDNs [28].

CDN providers provide cache servers in a large number
of ISP networks and redirect a user′s request to the cache
server that is closest to the user using Domain Name System
(DNS). Internet service providers are reluctant to inform their
network status, e.g., link utilization and network topology,
to CDN providers, so CDN providers normally select cache
servers without considering the network status. However,
cache-server selection determines the location of the source
node of delivery flows, which will strongly affect the traffic
demand matrix among network nodes, so the server selection
of CDN providers affects the TE operated by ISPs. Because of
this interaction between CDN providers and ISPs, it is difficult
to maximize the effect of TE in content delivery services.

Although CDNs are typically operated by CDN providers,
e.g., Akamai, the number of CDNs operated by large-scale
content providers, such as Google, and by tier-1 ISPs, such
as AT&T, has been increasing recently [25]. Collaboratively
controlling server selection and routes by sharing various
information between CDN providers and ISPs has also been
investigated [14][30]. Therefore, in these CDNs, the cache-
sever and delivery-route selection can be jointly optimized by
a single provider. Moreover, various CONs (content oriented
networks), e.g., ICN (information-centric networking) and
CCN (content-centric networking), in which packets are routed
based on the content name instead of destination network
address have been proposed [1][9][20]. In CONs, ISPs operate
cache memories provided at routers by themselves, so it
is realistic to optimize the cache-server and delivery-route
selection simultaneously.

The demand for each content item continues to change
dramatically, so we need to adaptively control server selection
and route according to the demand dynamics to optimize
them simultaneously. Therefore, various methods of estimating
the future demand of each content item have been proposed978-1-4799-0913-1/14/$31.00 c⃝ 2014 IEEE



[2][6][8][17]. However, we cannot completely avoid the esti-
mation error in predicting the future demand of content, so
it is effective to control server selection and routes by taking
into account estimation error.

The model predictive control (MPC) has gained wide at-
tention as an adaptive control method that is robust against
estimation error in control engineering [31]. Similar to con-
ventional control methods, the MPC also optimizes the system
parameters so that the output of the system approaches the
target value. However, unlike conventional control methods,
the MPC optimizes input by taking into account the outputs
in multiple succeeding times slots, i.e., predictive horizon,
simultaneously. The MPC also takes into account minimizing
the change in inputs between two adjacent time slots to
improve the robustness against estimation error and suppress
the impact on the system. By repeating this optimization
process at each time slot, the MPC can adaptively optimize the
system by modifying the input value based on the feedback
of the difference between the output and target value. By
using the MPC, we can expect to keep networks stable even
if estimation error is not totally avoided. We have applied the
MPC to control the routes of packets [27].

In this paper, we first propose a method of adaptively
optimizing cache-server selection based on the MPC. Next,
we apply the MPC to set the cache-server and delivery-route
simultaneously. The contributions of this manuscript can be
summarized as follows.

• We propose a method of optimizing cache-server selec-
tion using the MPC in content delivery services.

• We also propose a method of simultaneously optimizing
cache-server and delivery-route selection using the MPC
in content delivery services.

• Through computer simulation using the network topolo-
gies of commercial Tier-1 ISPs and the access logs of
VoD services, we argue that the number of failed requests
that are not accommodated in the system can be reduced
by about 1/30 with the proposed methods using the MPC.

After briefly reviewing related work in Section II, we
summarize the conditions assumed in this paper in Section
III. In Section IV, we describe the two proposed methods of
optimizing cache-server and deliver-route selection using the
MPC. In Section V, we explain numerical results and conclude
this manuscript in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Various methods have been proposed for controlling the
routes of packets. For example, Fortz et al. proposed a method
of optimally designing the link weights used in the open
shortest path first (OSPF) routing protocol of the Internet
to minimize the total link cost, which is a function of the
traffic load on links [15][16]. Benson et al. proposed to set
the routes in short time intervals based on the estimation of
traffic demand in a short period [4], Danna et al. formalized
the optimization problem of setting the routes as a linear
programming problem by considering the tradeoff between
the fairness of bandwidth allocated to users and utilization

of network resources [11], and Kandula et al. proposed to
adaptively set the routes of packets based on the measured
throughput [24]. Although these TE methods set the routes
in a coarse granularity, i.e., the destination IP address, there
are TE methods that control the routes in finer granularity.
For example, Elwalid et al. proposed to set the routes of label
switched paths (LSPs) by minimizing the total link cost in
MPLS networks [13], and Hong et al. and Jain et al. proposed
to switch the routes with fine granularity in a short time scale
using the SDN in inter-datacenter networks [19][21]. He et al.
argued that end users control the routes by using an online
optimization approach based on the measured network states
[18], and Sharma et al. analyzed the effect of various TEs on
user-perceived qualities [33].

There have also been various method proposed for selecting
cache servers for each content-delivery request. For example,
Poese et al. proposed a method of enabling CDN providers
to optimize cache-server selection by using the information of
network states provided by ISPs [30]. Instead of controlling
cache-server selection, Applegate et al. proposed to design a
location where each content is cached for minimizing the total
amount of traffic in the networks with the constraints of the
upper bounds of cache-storage capacity and link bandwidth
[3]. Tang et al. proposed a method of designing the content
location for minimizing the replication cost required to modify
the content location by considering the constraints on user
qualities [35].

As these examples suggest, there are various methods for
ISPs to control the routes of packets or for CDN providers to
control cache-server selection independently. However, these
methods do not take into account the interaction between
the route control of ISPs and cache-server selection of CDN
providers. The route selection of ISPs affects cache-server
selection of CDN providers, and cache-server selection of
CDN providers affects the route control of ISPs, so we
need to consider the interaction between these two controls
independently operated by ISPs and CDN providers when
optimizing these controls. DiPalantino et al. investigated the
strategies between ISPs and CDN providers using game theory
and analyzed the resulting equilibrium states [12]. Poese et
al. found that the addresses that the DNS server answered
in content delivery services were versatile by inspecting the
captured packet data, and we can expect to reduce the response
time if ISPs select the cache servers [29]. Frank et al. proposed
a method of exchanging the information between ISPs and
CDN providers when these two players collaboratively control
cache-server selection [14]. However, none of these studies
were focused on the simultaneous control of cache-server
selection and routes by ISPs.

Jiang et al. investigated the effect of exchanging the in-
formation between ISPs and CDN providers when these two
players controlled the routes and cache-sever selection inde-
pendently [22]. Moreover, Rossini et al. proposed a method
of controlling the cache location and forwarding toute of each
content simultaneously [32]. However, they optimized at a
single time instance, and it is difficult to apply their methods



to actual networks in which the traffic demand continues to
change. To achieve desirable states in multiple time periods
in an environment in which estimating future traffic demand
is difficult, we need methods that enable ISPs to repeat
the optimization procedure continuously over multiple time
instances.

III. ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we describe the various conditions assumed
in this paper. Table I summarizes the definitions of the main
notations.

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

Notation Definition

T Length of time slot (TS)
N Number of nodes
E Number of links

CL,e Transmission capacity of link e

Ri,j Set of routes from node i to node j

M Number of content items
du,m,t Request count for content m from user u in TS t

d̂u,m,t Estimate of du,m,t

om Node where original content m exists
Bs Storage capacity of cache server s
CC,s Processing capacity of cache server s
Sm,t Cache set storing content m at beginning of TS t

Φu,m Set of delivery routes of content m for user u
ϕu,m(s, r) Route r of content m from cache s to user u
pu,m,t(s) Probability of selecting cache server s when

sending content m to user u in TS t

ṕs,u,t(r) Probability of selecting route r when sending
content from server s to user u in TS t

p̃u,m,t(s, r) Probability of selecting ϕu,m(s, r) when sending
content m to user u

Is,u,t(r, e) Binary variable taking unity when route r from
node s to node u takes link e in TS t

fe,t Number of delivery flows taking link e in TS t

ηe,t Delivery-flow count exceeding capacity of link e

gs,t Number of delivery flows served by cache server s
in TS t

ζs,t Delivery-flow count exceeding capacity of cache
server s

hs,u,r,t Hop length of route r from nodes s to u in TS t

H Predictive horizon length
Js Optimization function related to congestion of

cache servers
Je Optimization function related to link congestion
Jh Optimization function related to hop length of

delivery flows
Jv,p, Jv,p̃, Jv,ṕ Optimization function related to change of

pu,m,t(s), p̃u,m,t(s), ṕu,m,t(s)

we, wh, Weights of Je, Jh against Js
wv,p, wv,p̃, wv,ṕ Weights of Jv,p, Jv,p̃, Jv,ṕ against Js

A. Mechanism of CDN

For each user request, CDN selects the cache server from
which the requested content is delivered to users. We assume
the procedure selecting the delivery server used in Akamai
CDN [26]. To resolve the IP address of a content server from
the content name, a user terminal first sends a query message
to the local DNS server, and the local DNS server replies with
the IP address of the Akamai DNS server to the requesting
user terminal, as shown with arrow (1) in Fig. 1. Next, as
shown with arrow (2), the user terminal sends the DNS query
message to the Akamai DNS server, which selects one cache
server and returns the IP address of the selected cache server
to the user terminal. Although the criteria for selecting cache
servers is not open to the public, it was reported that the cache
server, from which the measured response time is minimum or
located closest to the user terminal, is selected in many cases
[34].

As shown with arrow (3) in Fig. 1, the user terminal requests
the resolved cache server to deliver the content, and this
cache server sends the content when it has already cached the
requested content, i.e., cache hit. When the requested content
is not cached at this cache server, i.e., cache miss, this cache
server obtains the content from the origin server, as shown
with arrow (4) in Fig. 1, and it sends the obtained content
to the user terminal. The resolved cache server stores the
obtained content in its local storage after removing some of the
previously cached content items based on a cache replacement
policy. In many cases, the least recently used (LRU) policy of
removing content with the longest elapsed time from the final
request is used as the cache replacement policy.

Fig. 1. Mechanism of CDN

B. Networks

We assume a network constructed and managed by a single
ISP with N nodes and E links, and the entire network is
operated based on time slots with fixed length of T . The
transmission capacity of link e, i.e., the total number of content
items that can be transmitted on link e within each time slot,
is given by CL,e. A set of candidate routes, which are used to
deliver content from node i to node j, Ri,j , is statically given,
and the content-delivery route is determined by selecting any
route r of r ∈ Ri,j when delivering content from node i to
node j. The destination node of content delivery to user u,
i.e., users accommodated into node u, is node u.



C. Content

We assume that M content items with identical size are
provided throughout the entire network. Let du,m,t denote the
number of requests for content m generated from user u in
time slot t. Origin servers are provided at all the N nodes, and
the original of each content item is provided at just a single
node. The location of the original content is fixed, and let om
denote the node having the original of content m. We describe
the origin server provided at note n as origin server n. We
also assume that the throughput of delivery flows is identical
and stable.

D. Cache Server

Cache servers are provided at all N nodes, and we denote
the cache server at node n as cache server n, and server
n stands for both origin server n and cache server n. The
storage capacity of cache server n, i.e., the maximum number
of content items that can be cached at cache server n, is given
by Bs. The processing capacity for delivering content at server
n is finite, so we define CC,s as the maximum number of
concurrent delivery sessions that can be supported by server
s. Only when cache server s, which is selected for delivering
content m to user u, has content m, i.e., cache hit, and the
unused capacities of cache server s as well as all the links
on the selected route r are sufficient to accommodate the new
delivery session, content m is delivered to user u from cache
server s, and delivery flow is generated from node s to node
u.

In the other cases, i.e., cache miss or when exceeding
processing capacity of transmission capacity of cache server s
or links of route r, content m is delivered from origin server
om to node u via node s, as mentioned in Section III-A, if
the available processing capacity of om and the transmission
capacity of links on the route is sufficient to accommodate
the new session. In this case, two delivery flows are used: one
is from node om to node s and the other is from node s to
node u, and we assume the minimum hop route for the former
delivery flow. Moreover, cache server s stores content m at its
local storage after removing content based on the LRU cache
replacement policy. If the processing capacity of origin server
om or the transmission capacity of links on the routes from
node om to node u via node s is not enough, the request is
rejected, and we assume that users of failed requests request
the same content again in the next time slot. The content that
each cache server stores dynamically changes, and let Sm,t

denote the set of cache servers that have content m at the
beginning of time slot t.

IV. CACHE SERVER AND ROUTE SELECTION USING MPC
A. Model Predictive Control (MPC)

The model predictive control (MPC) as an adaptive control
method that is robust against estimation error has gathered
wide attention in the control engineering [31]. Like conven-
tional control methods, the MPC also optimizes the system pa-
rameters so that the output of the system approaches the target
value. However, unlike the conventional methods, the MPC

optimizes the input by considering the outputs in multiple
succeeding times slots, i.e., predictive horizon, simultaneously.
Let yk and Yk denote the output of the system and its target
value in time slot t, respectively, and xt be the input of the
system in time slot t. At the ending of time slots t, the MPC
derives the series of inputs in the predictive horizon, i.e.,
the most recent H time slots, xt+1, xt+2, · · · , xt+H , so that
J1 =

∑t+H
k=t+1 ∥ yk−Yl∥2, i.e., the sum of the deviations of yk

from its target value Yk over these H time slots, is minimized,
where ∥ x ∥ represents the Euclidean norm of x.

To derive the inputs in the predictive horizon, the MPC
requires the estimates of output yk when giving input xk in
each time slot k in the predictive horizon. The time evolution
of outputs yk against inputs xk considering the system state
in time slot k, zk, are represented using the state space model:

zk+1 = f(k, zk, xk), (1)
yk = g(k, zk, xk), (2)

where f and g are the functions defining the relationship
among xk, yk, and zk. Completely avoiding the estimation
error of yk is infeasible, and the estimation error increases as k
increases in many cases, so the MPC actually inputs only xt+1

to the system among the derived H inputs, xt+1, · · · , xt+H ,
in the predictive horizon [t + 1, t + H]. By repeating this
optimization procedure at each time slot, the MPC rectifies the
inputs xk based on the feedback obtained from the measured
output yk.

If the input xk is set to a value largely different to the
previous input xk−1 as a result of being affected by estimation
error, the system might be unstable. To sustain a stable state of
the system by avoiding excess change in xk, the MPC attempts
to reduce ∥ ∆xk ∥, the amount of change between xk and
xk−1, where ∆xk is defined as ∆xk = xk−xk−1. To achieve
this goal, the MPC attempts to simultaneously decrease both
J1 and J2, the total amount of change in xk in the predictive
horizon [t+1, t+H], where J2 is given by J2 =

∑t+H
k=t+1 ∥

∆xk ∥. In other words, the MPC derives the inputs xt+1, xt+2,
· · ·, xt+H by minimizing J1 + wJ2, where w is a parameter
determining the balance between J1 and J2.

We illustrate the optimization process of the MPC in Fig.
2. The system state in time slot t + 1, zt+1, is determined
by the system state zt and input xt in the previous time slot
t, and the output in time slots t + 1, yt+1, is determined by
zt+1 and xt+1. Therefore, when the inputs xk in the predictive
horizon, t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ t+H , are given, the output yk in each
time slot k of the predictive horizon can be recursively derived
from k = t+1, and the optimization target function J1+wJ2
is obtained. The MPC derives xk of t + 1 ≤ k ≤ t + H by
solving the nonlinear optimization problem of minimizing this
optimization target function, and the obtained xt+1 is inputted
to the system.

B. Optimization of Server Selection Using MPC

In this section, we discuss the application of the MPC to
the optimization problem of cache-server selection. Although
the system state zt is du,m,t, the demand for content m



Fig. 2. Optimization flow of model predictive control

generated from user u in time slot t, which is given by the
external environment, we use its estimation d̂u,m,k instead of
du,m,t because du,m,t of k ≥ t is unknown at the beginning
of time slot t. If we deterministically select just one cache
server used for requests of content m from user u, the MPC
optimization problem becomes an integer programming prob-
lem, and deriving the inputs xt within a practical timeframe
is difficult. Therefore, we consider selecting cache servers
probabilistically. In other words, we select cache server s with
probability pu,m,t(s) from the candidate set Sm,t for each
request of content m from user u in time slot t. The input
xt of the MPC is pu,m,t(s), and we can derive pu,m,t(s)
within a short timeframe at the beginning of each time slot
because the MPC optimization problem becomes a nonlinear
programming problem of minimizing the objective function
with the constraint that

∑
s∈Sm,t

pu,m,t(s) = 1.
We can consider balancing the load of cache servers,

reducing the number of failed requests due to congestion
of cache servers, and decreasing the hop length of delivery
flows as the optimization targets of cache-server selection
in content delivery services. Let ζs,t denote the number of
failed requests at server s in time slot t, which is given by
ζs,t−1 = [gs,t−1 − CC,s]

+, where [x]+ is x when x > 0 and
zero when x ≤ 0. Using ζs,t, we obtain gs,t, the total number
of delivery flows provided by server s in time slot t, as

gs,t =
M∑

m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
r∈Rs,u

d̂u,m,tpu,m,t(s) + ζs,t−1. (3)

We define the optimization function related to the congestion
of cache servers Js as

Js =

t+H∑
k=t+1

N∑
s=1

ζs,k. (4)

Moreover, to reduce the average hop length of delivery flows,
we define the second optimization function Jh as

Jh =

t+H∑
k=t+1

M∑
m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
s∈Sm,k

hs,u,kd̂u,m,kpu,m,k(s), (5)

where hs,u,k is the hop length on the delivery route from node
s to node u, and we assume the minimum-hop route for the

delivery flows. Moreover, to reduce the amount of change of
pu,m,t(s), we define the third optimization function Jv,p as

Jv,p =
t+H∑

k=t+1

M∑
m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
s∈Sm,k

|pu,m,k(s)− pu,m,k−1(s)| .

(6)
To consider these three optimization functions (Js, Jh, and

Jv,p), we define the optimization function as Js + whJh +
wv,pJv,p, where wh and wv,p are the weights of Jh and Jv,p
against Js. The MPC derives pu,m,k(s) of each k in the range
t + 1 ≤ k ≤ t + H at the end of time slot t by solving the
following nonlinear programming problem:

min Js + whJh + wv,pJv,p, (7)
s.t. ζs,t = [gs,t−1 − CC,s]

+, ∀s, (8)

gs,t =
M∑

m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
r∈Rs,u

d̂u,m,tpu,m,t(s, r)

+ζs,t−1, (9)
0 ≤ pu,m,t(s) ≤ 1, ∀u,∀m,∀s, (10)∑
s∈Sm,t

pu,m,t(s) = 1, ∀u,∀m. (11)

C. Simultaneous Optimization of Cache-Server and Delivery-
Route Selection Using MPC

The content-delivery flow generated for each request is
uniquely determined by selecting the delivery server and
delivery route, and we call a set of delivery servers and routes
a delivery path. In this section, we consider optimizing the
delivery path used for delivering content m to user u using
the MPC. We define Φu,m,t as the set of delivery paths that
can be used for delivering content m to user u in time slot t
and denote ϕn,m,t(s, r) as the delivery path with source node s
(s ∈ Sm,t) and delivery route r (r ∈ Rs,u) among the delivery
paths included in Φu,m,t. Figure 3 illustrates examples of
delivery paths for delivering content m to user A or B when
content m is cached at cache server X and Y . When delivering
content m to user A, there is one delivery path ϕA,m,t(X, 1)
from cache server X and two delivery paths ϕA,m,t(Y, 1) and
ϕA,m,t(Y, 2) from cache server Y , so there is a total of three
delivery paths when delivering content m to user A. Similarly,
five delivery paths exist to user B, i.e., three delivery paths
from cache server A and two delivery paths from cache server
B.

We also consider selecting delivery paths probabilistically
to derive the input xt of the MPC within a short timeframe. In
other words, we select delivery path ϕu,m,t(s, r) with the prob-
ability of p̃u,m,t(s, r) from the candidate set Φu,m,t when user
u requests content m in time slot t. The input xt of the MPC
is p̃u,m,t(s, r), and we can derive p̃u,m,t(s, r) within a short
timeframe at the beginning of time slot t by solving the nonlin-
ear programming problem of minimizing the object function
with the constraint that

∑
s∈Sm,t

∑
r∈Rs,u

p̃u,m,t(s, r) = 1.
For simultaneously optimizing cache-server and delivery-

route selection, we can consider reducing the amount of traffic



within the network and the number of failed requests due
to congestion at cache servers or network links. To reduce
the amount of traffic within the network, decreasing the hop
length of delivery flows is effective, and keeping the load
of cache servers and links below their capacities is required
to reduce the number of failed requests due to congestion at
cache servers or network links. Controlling the delivery routes
affects the link load and hop length of delivery flows, and
the selection of cache servers affects the cache-server load in
addition to the link load and flow-hop length. Therefore, we
need to simultaneously consider reducing these three metrics
in the predictive horizon [t + 1, t + H] when designing the
selection probability of delivery paths.

By using Is,u,t(r, e), a binary variable taking unity when
candidate route r from node s to node u in time slot t takes
link e, and ηe,t, the number of requests that are blocked due
to overload of link e in time slot t, we obtain fe,t, the total
number of delivery flows transmitted on link e in time slot t,
as

fe,t =

M∑
m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
s∈Sm,t

∑
r∈Rs,u

Is,u,t(r, e)d̂u,m,tp̃u,m,t(s, r) + ηe,t−1, (12)

where ηe,t−1 is given by ηe,t−1 = [fe,t−1 − CL,e]
+. We

define Je as the optimization target function related to the
link congestion, and it is given by

Je =
t+H∑

k=t+1

E∑
e=1

ηe,k. (13)

To reduce the amount of change in p̃u,m,t, we also define
the second optimization target function Jv,p̃ as

Jv,p̃ =
t+H∑

k=t+1

M∑
m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
s∈Sm,k

∑
r∈Rs,u

|p̃u,m,k(s, r)− p̃u,m,k−1(s, r)| . (14)

We consider Je and Jv,p̃ in addition to Js and Jh defined
in Section IV-B as the optimization targets, and we define the
optimization target function as Js+weJe+whJh+wv,p̃Jv,p̃,
where we and wv,p̃ are the weights of Je and Jv,p̃ against
Js, respectively. The MPC derives p̃u,m,k(s, r) for each k
of t + 1 ≤ k ≤ t + H by solving the following nonlinear
programming problem:

min Js + weJe + whJh + wv,p̃Jv,p̃ (15)
s.t. ηe,t = [fe,t−1 − CL,e]

+, ∀e, (16)
ζs,t = [gs,t−1 − CC,s]

+, ∀s, (17)

fe,t =
M∑

m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
s∈Sm,t

∑
r∈Rs,u

Is,u,t(r, e)d̂u,m,tp̃u,m,t(s, r) + ηe,t−1, (18)

gs,t =
M∑

m=1

N∑
u=1

∑
r∈Rs,u

d̂u,m,tp̃u,m,t(s, r)

+ζs,t−1, (19)
0 ≤ p̃u,m,t(s, r) ≤ 1, ∀u,∀m,∀s,∀r, (20)∑
s∈Sm,t

∑
r∈Rs,u

p̃u,m,t(s, r) = 1, ∀u,∀m. (21)

Fig. 3. Example of delivery paths of content m to user A or B

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

A. Comparison Methods
We compared three cache-server-selection methods, Local,

Cooperate, and MPC, for requesting content m from user
u. In Local, only the local cache, i.e., cache server u, is
always selected, whereas the cache server with the shortest
hop length to node u among all the cache servers having
content m is selected in Cooperate. In MPC, cache servers
are probabilistically selected according to the probabilities
designed by the MPC. On the other hand, we compared the
two selection methods of delivery routes, Shortest and MPC. In
Shortest, the minimum-hop routes are always selected between
any pair of nodes, whereas in MPC, the delivery routes
are probabilistically selected according to the probabilities
designed by the MPC. Therefore, we compared a total of
six methods: Local-Shortest, Local-MPC, Cooperate-Shortest,
Cooperate-MPC, MPC-Shortest, and MPC-MPC. The method
we proposed in Section IV-B corresponds to MPC-Shortest,
and that we proposed in Section IV-C corresponds to MPC-
MPC.

Local-MPC and Cooperate-MPC correspond to the case in
which ISPs without operating CDNs control the routes of
packets using the MPC, and ṕs,u,t(r), the probability that route
r of r ∈ Rs,u, is selected as the route from server s to user
u. ISPs cannot know the location where each content item is
cached and the policy of CDN providers in selecting the cache
servers, so it is difficult for ISPs to estimate the traffic demand
between each pair of nodes. However, it is expected that the
local cache servers that are closest to the requesting users are
selected in many cases, and traffic is not generated in the case
of cache hits. Therefore, ṕs,u,t(r) is designed using the MPC
by assuming that content m is delivered from its origin server
om to user u. Defining the optimization function Jv,ṕ as the
amount of change in ṕs,u,t(r), similarly to the definition of
Jv,p and Jv,p̃, the optimization target function is given by
weJe + whJh + wv,ṕJv,ṕ, where wv,ṕ is the weight of Jv,ṕ
against Js.



B. Evaluation Conditions

We used the topologies of the two commercial ISP backbone
networks in USA, CAIS, and Verio [7], and Fig. 4 shows the
topologies of these two networks. The number of nodes, N ,
was 37 and 35, the number of links, E, was 88 and 152, and
the average node degree was 2.38 and 4.11 in CAIS and Verio,
respectively. Verio had a larger average node degree compared
with CAIS, and there were hub nodes with a large degree in
Verio. On the other hand, CAIS had a smaller average node
degree and no hub nodes. In Verio, the average hop distance
between each pair of nodes was small because of the existence
of hub nodes, so the average hop distance between nodes was
2.51 in Verio, whereas it was 5.05 in CAIS.

We generated content requests according to the access log
data of the PowerInfo VoD system, which was a commercial
VoD service operated by China Telecom [36]. This log data
consists of 20,921,657 requests for seven months from June
2004 to December 2004, and we used the access logs for 10
days from the 162-nd day to the 171-st day. At the time of each
request of log data in these 10 days, we generated a request
at a node randomly selected with the probability proportional
to the node population. We started the computer simulation
with the initial state in which no content items were cached at
all the N nodes, and we evaluated the six methods in the last
seven days after removing the data obtained in the first three
days as the warm-up period.

We assumed that cache servers are provided at all the N
nodes. The access log data in the evaluation period contained
7,500 content items, and we set the storage capacity of each
cache server as Bs = 7, 500/N . We set the length of time
slots as T = 30 minutes. The maximum number of requests
in one time slot was 5,700, and we set CC,s, the processing
capacity of each server, and CL,e, the transmission capacity of
each link, as CC,s = 5, 700× 2/N and CL,e = 5, 700× 4/N .
Before starting the computer simulation, we assigned om, the
origin server of content m, to the node randomly selected
with the probability proportional to the node population, and
the location of origin servers was fixed during the computer
simulation.

We set the length of predictive horizon as H = 2 and the
weights of each optimization target function as we = 0.5
and wh = wv,p = wv,p̃ = wv,ṕ = 0.001. We used the
actual demand of content, du,m,t, as its estimation d̂u,m,t. In
MPC-Shortest, (Local or Cooperate)-MPC, and MPC-MPC,
we randomly selected the cache server, delivery route, and de-
livery path according to pu,m,t(s), p̃u,m,t(s, r), and ṕu,m,t(r)
for each request of content m from user u in time slot t,
respectively. We used the three k-shortest paths i.e., the three
minimum-hop routes, as Ri,j , the candidate set of routes from
node i to node j.

C. Numerical Results

We compared the average number of failed requests that
were not accepted due to congestion at the delivery server or
network links in each time slot and the average hop length
of delivery flows among the six methods described in Section

Fig. 4. Network topology of CAIS and Verio

V-A. Figure 5 plots the average number of failed requests in
each time slot of the six methods. As mentioned in Section
V-B, we did not consider the results in the first three days
as the warm-up period, and we evaluated the results in the
succeeding seven days, so the range of the x-axis is from
the 145-th time slot to the 480-th time slot. We observed a
variation pattern with a cycle of 48 time slots, i.e., 24 hours,
with all the six methods. Tables II and III show the average
number of failed requests of each of the six methods in CAIS
and Verio. We confirmed that the effect of the server-selection
method on the failed-request count was much larger than that
of the route-selection method, and the cache-server-selection
method was a major factor in determining the failed-request
count.

When the cache-sever-selection method was Local, the can-
didate of cache servers for each request of user u was limited
to cache server u, so the failed-request count was one or two
orders larger than those when using Cooperate or MPC as
the cache-server-selection method. When Cooperate was used
as the cache-server-selection method, the cache server with
the shortest hop distance to the requesting user was always
selected among all the cache servers having the requested
content at the time of user request. When MPC was used as the
cache-server-selection method, on the other hand, the selection
probabilities of cache servers were designed based on the
cache deployment at the beginning of each time slot, and the
actual content deployment at the time of user request was not
reflected in the cache-server selection. Although the processing
load required in the cache-server selection of MPC was much
smaller than that required in the cache-server selection of
Cooperate, it was anticipated that the failed-request count
would increase with MPC compared with Cooperate.

However, the failed-request count of MPC cache-server
selection was just slightly larger than that of Cooperate cache-
server selection in CAIS. Moreover, in Verio, the failed-request
count of MPC cache-server selection was much smaller than
that of Cooperate cache-server selection, and we confirmed
that the number of failed requests that were not accommodated
in the network can be reduced by about 1/30 by using MPC
cache-server selection. Verio had several hub nodes, and the
hop distance to other nodes from the hub nodes tended to be
small, so the cache servers located at hub nodes were selected
for many requests, and the cache servers at hub nodes were
overloaded. Therefore, in hub & spoke type networks, in which
hub nodes existed, the effect of using MPC as the cache-server
selection was especially high because many cache servers were



probabilistically selected, and the diversity of selected cache
servers was high when using the MPC.

Figure 6 plots the average hop length of delivery flows
in each time slot of the six methods. We also observed a
variation pattern with a cycle of 48 time slots with all the
six methods. Tables IV and V summarize the average hop
length of delivery flows in each of the six methods on CAIS
and Verio, respectively. We also confirmed that the effect of
route selection on the results was negligible, and cache-server
selection was the dominant factor in determining the flow
hop length. Although the average hop length of flows using
the Cooperate cache-server selection was the smallest in both
networks, MPC cache-server selection also achieved similar
results with Cooperate cache-server selection.

Fig. 5. Average number of failed requests in each time slot

TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OF FAILED REQUESTS IN CAIS NETWORK

Route Cache-server selection
selection Local Cooperate MPC
Shortest 1548.1 3.69 7.59

MPC 800.3 3.69 7.24

VI. CONCLUSION

In content delivery services, cache-server selection and
delivery-route control are independently operated by CDN

TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF FAILED REQUESTS IN VERIO NETWORK

Route Cache-server selection
selection Local Cooperate MPC
Shortest 1980.5 316.9 12.41

MPC 985.4 316.9 11.7

Fig. 6. Average hop length of delivery flows in each time slot

TABLE IV
AVERAGE HOP LENGTH OF DELIVERY FLOWS IN CAIS NETWORK

Route Cache-server selection
selection Local Cooperate MPC
Shortest 3.93 1.99 2.14

MPC 4.10 2.01 2.14

TABLE V
AVERAGE HOP LENGTH OF DELIVERY FLOWS IN VERIO NETWORK

Route Cache-server selection
selection Local Cooperate MPC
Shortest 1.56 1.06 1.11

MPC 1.65 1.08 1.11



provider and ISP, respectively. However, the number of ISPs
providing the CDN service has been increasing, and these ISPs
providing CDN can control the cache-sever and the delivery-
route selection simultaneously. We proposed a method of
optimizing server selection using the MPC, which has been
widely used in system control. We also proposed a method of
simultaneously optimizing both the cache-server and delivery-
route selection using the MPC. Through numerical evaluation
using the two actual network topologies of Tier-1 ISPs and the
access log data of a VoD service, we confirmed that we could
achieve almost the same effect by optimizing only cache-
server selection using the MPC, compared with optimizing
both operations simultaneously. In hub & spoke type networks,
in which hub nodes existed, the reduction effect of the failed-
request count obtained by using the MPC as the cache-server
selection was especially high because many cache servers were
probabilistically selected, and the diversity of selected cache
servers was high when using the MPC. The number of failed
requests that were not accommodated in the network can be
reduced by about 1/30 with the proposed two methods using
the MPC.
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